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Foundations of Java for ABAP ProgrammersApress, 2006
Java has been a part of developers’ vocabularies since 1995. At first it was thought of as
being a nice, neat little language that could do some amazing things for the Internet. However,
the language soon matured, and it still kept its simple approach. Developers started to realize
the awesome power of a clean uncluttered...
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Open Source SOAManning Publications, 2009
You can build a world-class SOA infrastructure entirely using popular, and  mature, open-source applications. Unfortunately, the technical documentation  for most open-source projects focuses on a specific product, the big SOA picture.  You're left to your own devices to figure out how to cobble together a full  solution from the various bits. In...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV - Fifth EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Customize your NAV applications


	About This Book

	
		Gain from the insights and methods of industry-leading experts and tailor your applications to best suit the needs of your business
	
		Learn through the detailed explanations and useful examples that are presented in a logical, step-by-step...
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Odoo 11 Development Cookbook: Over 120 unique recipes to build effective enterprise and business applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create fast and efficient server-side applications using the latest features of Odoo v11

	
		Key Features

		
			Get the most up-to-date guide on Odoo 11 to create custom and reusable modules
	
			Interconnect your application with other systems by implementing web APIs
	...
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RFID in ManufacturingSpringer, 2008
Information systems for manufacturing often follow a three-layer architecture based on an enterprise resource planning (ERP) layer (for order planning), a manufacturing execution system (MES) layer (for factory control), and a shop floor layer (for machine control). Future requirements on flexibility and adaptability require a much closer...
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ERP and Information Systems: Integration or Disintegration (Advances in Information Systems Set)John Wiley & Sons, 2015

	This research attempts to explore and identify eventual relationships between the evolution of ERP systems and information systems integration or disintegration. The aim of this research is to know if the relationships between the ERP systems and the information systems are guided by certain factors and, as a result, to understand, more...
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Excel Pivot Table Champion: How to Easily Manage and Analyze Giant Databases with Microsoft Excel Pivot Tables (Excel Champions)Independent Publishers Group, 2019

	
		This is the 3rd Book in the Excel Champions series! Becoming an Excel Pivot Tables Champion increases your chances professional growth! If you don't believe me, continue reading.

	
		“THIS PIVOT TABLES BOOK IS SO GREAT! NOW I CAN ANALYZE GIANT DATABASES...
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The Definitive Guide to JasperReports (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
JasperForge.org is the open source development portal for the JasperSoft Business Intelligence Suite, the JasperSoft Business Intelligence solution that delivers comprehensive tools for data access, data integration, analysis, and reporting, including JasperReports. This definitive, authoritative covers the following:
	Shows the power...
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SharePoint 2010 Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	In the last few years SharePoint has taken the world by storm. In fact,
	the product is one of the fastest growing products in the history of
	Microsoft. Companies of all sizes are rapidly implementing SharePoint and
	moving it to the center of their organization. The interesting thing about
	SharePoint, however, is that if you ask ten...
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Application Administrators Handbook: Installing, Updating and Troubleshooting SoftwareMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	An application administrator installs, updates, optimizes, debugs and otherwise maintains computer applications for an organization. In most cases, these applications have been licensed from a third party, but they may have been developed internally. Examples of application types include enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer resource...
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Cases on Information Technology Planning, Design and ImplementationIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Information technology has reformed and restructured the inner workings of companies,
organizations and government agencies over the past several decades, and will
continue to do so well into the future. Managers and administrators are constantly in
search of new tools to be used in support of greater utilization and management of...
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Fire the Phone Company : A Handy Guide to Voice Over IPPeachpit Press, 2005
Longing to break free from the phone company's tethers?  This is the place to start! Realizing that VoIP is still just an  acronym to many (and an intimidating one at that), author Dave  Field speaks squarely to you, the consumer, demonstrating that  you don't have to be a technologist to start achieving...
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